
ARCT in Guitar Performance Preparation Course 
Course Outline 

This is an advanced course designed to prepare students for the Royal Conservatory of Music 
ARCT Exam in Classical Guitar Performance. 


Sessions are one on one and are tailored specifically to the student’s level and requirements. 

Weekly assignments will be given with an expectation of progress each week.

Students are expected to practice course materials at least 14 hours per week in order to 
prepare sufficiently for the Royal Conservatory ARCT performance exam at the end of Term 2


Enrolment is by permission of the instructor. Applicants must have completed the Level 10 
RCM guitar exam with a grade of at least 70 in order to enrol. 


Sessions are 60 minutes long and consist of training in:


Technique 
	 - designing fingerings for efficiency and consistency (left and right hand)

	 - right hand preparation/stability

	 - speed and accuracy exercises

	 - coordination of the hands


Interpretation 
	 - historical perspectives of different eras

	 - modern performance practice

	 - harmonic and contrapuntal score analysis

	 - developing a personal mode of expression within stylistic parameters


Performance Preparation 
	 - memorization techniques

	 - visualization for performance

	 - dealing with performance anxiety


Sessions may be attended in person or online via Zoom.


Course schedule: 
	 - Term 1 - 14 sessions (September through December) $1120

	 - Term 2 - 22 sessions (January through June) $1760

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Total tuition - $2880 CDN 

(ARCT fee is separate from the course).


About the instructor 

Michael Kolk holds an ARCT in Guitar Performance from the Royal Conservatory of Music, 
and a Master’s degree in Guitar Performance from the University of Toronto. He has performed 
throughout North America and Europe as a soloist and with various chamber ensembles. 
Michael has recorded extensively for labels such as Naxos, Alma Records, and Deosonic 
Records. His recordings are frequently featured on CBC Radio and Classical 96 FM in Canada, 
and NPR in the United States. He has 20 years of teaching experience and has guided 
students to many successful RCM exams and competition prizes. 	 



